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The three causes lead to Airplane crash
that include human, mechanism, and the
weather. Ice accretion, the topic we want to
discuss in this article, categorized into the
weather. Broadly speaking, the reason of ice
accretion was that temperature of air lower
than freezing point, and droplet exist in
supercooled water. When droplet impact on
airfoil, it accretes.
Bowyer’s unstructured grids scheme is
useful to generated grids. It will generate grids
automatically only by some inner or outer
boundary points. It¢s easier to add or eliminate
specific grid, and thus more suitable for
complex geometry, just like ice accretion
shapes.
The numerical scheme employed is the
typical Roe¢s scheme on Euler equations, and
the 4th order Runge-Kutta time stepping
method is also used to accelerate the
convergence rate.
Droplet motion equation and tell droplet
if impact the airfoil or not, based on the results
of solver. Apply ice accretion analysis, the ice
accretion shape come out. After that, the grids
regenerate, so do flowfield and ice accretion.
It lasted repeatly until the time we set.
The ice accretion results show that the
trend of ice accretion is correct, but ice
accretion profile and ice accretion thickness is
not as good as we expected. Several
improvements have been presented.

























































其均勻度，AR 值吾人由之前的 AR=1.5 改善

















圖 1  AR=1.5 NACA0012網格點































圖 3  T=6.2min 積冰外形











上卻有不理想之處(圖 5、圖 6) [3][10]。
首先在厚度方面，Shin 與 Olsen 的研
究顯示在 Y/C 大於 0.03 的區域，積冰成長
不多，因此積冰量較少，吾人之研究結果，
積冰量較其他二者多，積冰區域也較往後
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圖5  6.2min  NACA0012積冰外形[3][10]
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    圖 6  6.2min NACA0012積冰外形與
[10]相較
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